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AC-1 CHRONOLOGICAL NOTES 
Survival. 0= dead, l= alive, 2= alive, questionable 
survival, 3= bud dead, stock alive, 4= alive, green tissue, 
no buds broken, 5= not yet budded. 
Survival. O= dead, l= alive. 
Survival. O= dead, l= alive. 
Budding of trees. O= not budded, l= budded ( good), 
2= budded ( no good). 
Replacements. l= replacement made, O= no replacement 
made this date. 
Survival. O= absent, rootstock alive, l= scion alive but 
survival doubtful , 2 - no stock, 3= graft living and 
healthy. 
Fall. 1959 Replacements. l= replacement made, O= no rep lacement 
made this date. 
8. 10- 4-60 Survival. O= tree missing, l= absent, rootstock alive, 
2= graft living and healthy. 
9. 10-124-30~60 Replacements. O= no replacement made this date. l= 
replacement made. 





14. 9- 6-61 
Record 0£ replacements. O= original tree was of same 
clone, l= original tree was not of same clone. 
Accession no. of the original tree in cases where the 
original tree was replaced with a tree of a different clone. 
O= accession no. of present tree is same as that of 
original. 
Columns whose data pertain to the original tree. For 
example: a number 7 entEred in column 13 indicates that 
the data in columns 1-7 pertain to an earlier tree of 
different clone and not to the present tree in that same 
location. O= data in all columns pertain to trees of 
the same clone . 
Replacements. l= replacement made, O= no replacement 
made this data. 
• 
4-23-62 
15. 12- 3-62 
16. 4-23-64 
17. 3- 3-64 







25. 4- 5-65 
26. 4 - 5-65 
4- 6- 65 
4-13-65 
to 
5- 6- 65 
Grafting. The following trees received grafts f'rom scions 
of' trees of' the same clone elsewhere within the plantation: 
Accession no. 347 in row 5 and column 5, Accession no . 347 
in row 7 and column 7, Accession no. 347 in row 6 and 
column 18, Accession no. 347 in row 10 and col. 18, 
/ 
Accession no 385 in row 7 and column 9, Accession no. 385 
in row 7 and column 14, Accession no. 358 in row 8 and 
column 18. 
' Of' these grafts the following were living on 4-27-64 
and their stocks were cut back: Accession 347 in row 7 and 
column 7, Accession no. 385 in row 7 and col. 9, Accession 
no. 347 in row 6 and column 18, Accession no. 347 in row 
10 and column 18. 
Grafts of' the following trees were dead on 4-27-64: 
Accession no. 347 in row 5 and column ~ , Accession no 385 
in row 7 and column 14. S-
Survival. O= no tree, l= graft living and healthy. 
Flowering. O= no £lowers this date, l= ~ £lowers present, 
2= ~ £lowers present. 
Sap tests. ( % X 10) O= no test made this date. 
Sap tests( % X 10) O= no test made this date. Tests were 
made f'rom rootstock, not from graft. 
Sap tests. (% X 10) O= no test made thii date. 
Sap tests{ % X 10) O= no test made this date. Tests were 
made f'rom rootstocks, not f'rom grafts. 
Sap tests. ( % X 10) O= no test made this date. 
Sap tests. ( % X 10) 0~ no test made this date. Tests 
were made f'rom rootstocks and not f'rom grafts. 
Sap tests. ( % X 10) O= no test made. 
Sap test. ( % X 10) O= no tests made this date. Tests 
were made f'rom rootstocks, not f'rom the grafts. 
Sap tests. ( % X 10) O= no test made this date. 
Sap tests ( % X 10) O= no test made thi s date. Tests were 
ma d e : f r om rootstocks, not f'rom grafts • 
Tree {accession no. 273) was rep l aced. Position on map -
row 12, column 13. 




AC-1 CHRONOLOGICAL NOTES 
Rootstock replacement. 0:= nei th.-~r graft nor rootstock 
replaced this date. l= new rootstock. 2= original 
rootstock. • 
Flowe;cing. l:= cf light, 2::: 6 medium, 3:= cf heavy, 4= ~ light ~ 
5::: 2 m,~d:iu.TJJ., 6= ~ heavy, 7= cf and ·~ light, 8= ~ m•.:!dium and 
,Jlight, 9= ~ heavy and d'light, ~O== ~ ;Light and <r m,~dium, 
11= 2 m,~d:Lum and <r medium, 12= 2 heavy and ,-s m,~dium, 13:: 
~ light and .:r heavy, 14= ~ m,~dium and er heavy, 15= 2 heavy 
and~ heavy, O= no £lowers this date. 
29. 4-17-67 Flowe:rin9. Keyed as above in column 28. 
4-17-67 Tree (Accession no. 273, row 12, col. 13) is dead. 














'to • 3 - 5"-fJC 
'1 '. 
'3-G.-vr 
4-i- 3-lr:,- ~ 
'13. 3- 2 002._ 
Flowering. Keyed as in column 28. 
Sugar tests ( % X 10) 
Sugar test (% X 10) 
Flowering, keyed as in column 28 
Flowering, keyed as in column 28 
Sugar test (% X 10) 
Seed production. L = light, M = medium, 
H = heavy (see maps of flowering). 
Sugar test (% X 10) 
Sugar test (% X 10). See separate sheet 
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1. August, 1960 All trees fertilized. 
2. March 12, 1964 Blocks 2, 3, s, 7, and 9, were fertilized 
with 3/4 pound of Ammonium Nitrate per tree 
to a radius of 4 feet. 
3 . March 4 , 1968 Fertilized (Ammonium nitrate) 
4 . May 2, 1968 Sprayed (2 lbs atrazine + 2 lbs simazine/A) 
s. November 25, 1968 Pruned 
6. November, 1977 Ungrafted rootstock trees removed (see map1 
7. November, 1979 All trees of clone 339 removed 
Jun-e 14 , l'2'i4 
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No actual figures on what was graded. 
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Balance of 1987 collection in storage at Zanesville- 49.0 lbs. 
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Not•• on Fl011Ntrin9 Babita 
o~ Sugar Maple in Ohto 
H.B. Kriebel 
I kept close observations on a row 01' about IS or 20 
fail:ly large trees on a lane on. oar campus here, tor several 
years. I used several o'L th•se trees for crossing in 19.55. 
Soma o! the tret:es were predominantly .male, others pr•domin-
antly female. nie '.'sweetest'' tree produced a heavy crop o'L 
female ".flowers" every year. '.nle next sweetest was predominan;Hy 
male. More trees were protogynous than protandxous. Two tr"• 
were predominantly male, several predominantly female, thereat 
not noticeably one or the other. 
I .found no physiologically perfect £lowers. We obtained 
some vigorous seedlings .from unpollinated bags which appear to 
be the result 0£ apomixis rather than incomplete e masculation. 
l'bia, of c ourse, agrees with other work , and I gather you. 
bave obtained similar data . I mention t hese results because 
they are fr om a d ifferen t reg ion than Wright 's or yours, a·nd 
I have noted that sometimes John's information on tree flowering 
babits in Philadelphia doesn't hold here . 
Flowering began in our sugar map l e seed orchard i n 1964. 
Most of these tree• had been grafted in 1957, s ome w~re budded 
in 1958• The grafts and buds were all :from trees of .flowering 
age.. 1b11a, it took about 7 years a:fter grafting tor scions 
trom ·-:t1owering trees to produce · the :first f'lov,ers. ( Tbis does 
not include flowers from buds formed be~ore grafting). It••• 
9 years before flowering was heavy on any trees. It appear• 
•• though 10-11 year& .la a prac'tic.l min~ tor b~eeding woi"k 
on grafted trees. · · ' 
Trees £rom ••edlinga, on the other hand, have not flowered 
yeti ·none at all. !bis includes 13-vear-old tr••• in ... d •ource 





Flowering 0£ grafted tr .. • appears to follow clonal lines 
ratber than being random or eite-determin•d. That i s , • everal 
ra:mets of cer t•in clones ha:ve .flowered. l'he ramets ~rom our 
most heavi l y-:flowering :feDUlle Ol't'i! t mentioned above flowered 
in 1964, and heavily (f-.ale) in 1966. All .flowers in 1964 
we.re :fem.ale. but t hey ,also had some males in 1966. A gra.t't 
ot your tree D\llllber 347 pr,odu.ced mal~ :!lowers in 196' and again 
in, 1C)(>6. Is the ortet predoir.ina ntly m. l e ? I , u: ld be i n tere sted 
in. know.i ng . 
All :!lowering in the seed o·rcha.rd, which was still limited 
io 8 trees or 6 clones in 1966, was protogynoua; the .females 
were at a pa n·~ i n 1966 around fpril 26, the males about May 4. 
I £ound no eff ect of nitrogen fertilization on i'lawering, 
one or t wo y .~rs a:fter appl i cation • 
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s r..ccho..r u r,,, '54 't o GI i J..j ,~ j(, "L ·2- 11 It 
A , S'o....c.ch o,ru Y\'1 ?::,4-7 o7o 7 '-f /::..3 / r. 2 I ,, 1, 
A . 5 , c:d,, a.:rt.u"" 3 Lf '7 C5'o~ q/2.3/l..2 L/- ; , /( 
A . 5c..cch a.YL/.'W\ 35 '?' 0~ 1i 11 /2.11 /<, 2 r r, , , 
tL_ S ~c c. li(.\ rtA n \ 3 rs s- 0 7) 4- 4/24/t z. 3 { \ I ) 





) Do uJ 
Co/,.,,, "~H1 




Initiated in April, 1958 






Chuo AorucuLTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OHIO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 







I /- \, l:1---,\--B \ \ . \ -,c:::l;;:: ~' + 1·~ _.. . ' { 
~ 
T .C\ E· ll-
\ . .... 
\ 





H /L._ O A Ju. G, k /jt ; , Jt.9.-K #y n 11'-' - f J; . .-1 , ~ - S. J , M ~ ,.., 1 
A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) l-0 
J Ohio 358 (6) 1i/ T A / N D-£LR· ' / 0 
K Ohio 272 H 
L Ohio 273 
M N,H, 351 (3) 
N N,H, 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) I I-, 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 
T N,Y, 386 
u oh /,, '7 3 .3 
Underlined trees are clonal selections established :ti:'i assigned location16n 7-7-59 
' 
HBK 9-28-59 
' 1 1e e te 
Initiated in Apri1, 1958 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OHIO 
Sugar Map1e Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(App1e Creek State Hospital) 
:1\ r; '! 't\ 
Co1Ullll. \ I/ 5 \\ . q 1.0 ll ( '3 15 a 20 :1 ( ,,2.:2 :;_ 5 J:l..f \ r ,-. \ ll-/ 17 ( ? I , 




i -A Vermont 343 ( 390) . 
:,. - B Vermont 344 (397) .If 
3 - C Mass. 340 (576) 
1 - D Vermont 347 ( 489) 5 
5 - E Vermont 348 ( 491) t:, 
t - F Vermont 350 ( 500) 
7- G Ohio 354 (2) 
? - H Ohio 356 ( 4) 7 
9 - J Ohio 358 ( 6) 8 ;o -E Ohio 272 
Ji - L Ohio 273 c; 
1i-M N.H. 351 (3) I 
/3-N N.H. 352 (5) 
J~- 0 Mass. 338 (545) 10 
1s- P Maas. 339 (575) 
j, - Q Mass. 341 ( 662) ' ' N 
7 ;~-R Maas. 342 (669) 
J~- 5 B. Y. 385 I 'l-
i1-'l' B. Y. 386 11 




Initiated in April, 1958 




OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OIDO 
• ~ 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
1<l 10 I ';; 
1 .J l;J If -' 7 r it{?\ 





1.- @@ E !! <v®@ S 
3 S fR\ ~®' ·®®® (!) 
\cJ ~ - ' · - Lo 1, ,-.... 13 I ii I f jc / 7 r J I? ~a ~ 1 L 'Z- .1_3 :u, f).:f :i.c 
Index 
L/ _9 (V_ Q F E ® @, ® N B @ ® ® © ! ~ 0 (! ) B N E ® ®@ A 
5 N ® @) A (]/@ ® A @) Q ® @ Q' S © @) {]) @ F (ID @ CM) (B 
G (]} @) B @) /(g) (V @ ® F A N (Ir\ (R\ A 
5 
A Vermont 343 (390) 
B 
1
Vermont 344 (397) 
C ¥ermol'!~ -~(~ 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
M<..ss . '3tfo (~?,) 7 @> ~ (!) @ G) @ E B O @) ® B ® E _g @ @ ! ® D 
P S E @@©©®®@©@ F @~ @ B ® E 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 
J Ohio 358 (6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 (3) 
N N.H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 (545) 
P Mass. 339 (575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
"I F Q (ID @ D _g A @) D ®@ s @@@:.J® F 
I <, • 00 !! @ (ID B @ E ® !! © A N ® ® ® 
1 1 ® ® S @ @ F Q <1)@) B O E S Ci 
11- E ® N ®®®@)@® F ®0 




R Mass. 342 (669) 
· S N.Y. 385 
T N.Y. 386 
u 01~,o 3 ~~ x '3!i<. 
~'erj,i'il~a~t ~ es'~ clona_Vse~et t.gl'l"s"-estabil:-i'shed , in as s.ign~ octe:tion 
0 . f c..,,JJj ' 
HBK 9-28-59 




...-=-..,.... -- ~ 
'----- ~ -__: · e 
Omo AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER. omo 
• 
Initiated in April,· 1958 Plantation AC-1 I <s Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 'A f 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular (Apple Creek State Hospital) 0 :::. ~~ o/' ~ iu( 
-,~ P~"'-
(') ~ ~~-" J ~ 1,{,_ 
Column 5 10 15 20 25 1<:< 
1v1 _...,_~ Row 
I' "'V""L "'<'...t-c-,,_.:) 
4 /2. 7 / Lt./ u A B F K L M N 
\ ~-~ T C E H U O R S 
~c.ie q !::,-, );,., . ,,~ 
S ~ llLJ ~ G g P T 
Q P O F E K J M N B C H J L F P J T B N E R H L A 
5 - N !! (/J' .} .. -!!· L O A U G f M G1 S K U C Q F S J M B 
Index z.. 1 : •••• 
M C B G Q P K T F A N H R A L Gr' p, G T K N C 
A Vermont 343 (390) - I,,.~ ~ - -~: o - - -
B 
1 
Vermont 344 (397) ) U T R @ J (!' E B O J @;,BM- M E Q H U A O D 
C Vermont ""' (!1(,J~ 5q.a (t;;7(. - - < I -;. .,.-: - -~'#,u4~f, 
D Vermont 347 (489) S E H R L C P K T C N F R J L B p E 
E Vermont 348 (491) - - - - - --.............. 
F Vermont 350 ( 500) F G Q M D Q A U D O G S K M C .........__Q F 
G Ohio 354 (2) - - - - - - - -
H Ohio 356 ( 4) 10 P N U R B L E P !! ! A N mt ~ Q 
J Ohio 358 (6) (!w( 
K Ohio 272 11' 0 T S C M F Q J U B O E S H 
L Ohio 273 I "' c · < 
M N.H. 351 (3) E Ifil N G ~ K !'. C P F '.£ ~ , S: ? 
N N.H. 352 (5) ,;,;; 1 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 0 H S A M m Q G U K , <; P 
P Mass. 339 (575) - - - , -
Q Mass. 341 ( 662) 1,., " ,, 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· S N.Y. 385 
T N.Y. 386 Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 U ...... JI 
' HBK 9-28,.59 
IO f2 t 7 6 ( #" 
(10~ .~ s u. q-z,. ::L~ I ~ & -0 t- 11c · I • DA6 S ~~ 0- /"'t; C 1 ~- ~~J ----B 34-4 9 
.D 3.l/ 7 7 
G 354- 3 
f-1 s ~b 2. 
J 3 :s~ 
L -:l:'7!5- I 
N 3i; 2._ °I 
0 -·3, $ ~ 3 
p =; $ j ) ~ 
Q_ -, LJ- ( l:, 
5 ~7? 1 - I (~Q ... (' (· (,-r-













Qheck a1 of Beptember 29, 196o 
Sugar Maples CJratte4 1n 1957 
Lin,d Out in Nursery 
"~_!:!-.-
Number 
j51 ~, 9 0 ~ ,!, 
669 8 Ok 
36'~ 'S. lQ ' 




s ~ 10 
~~6 
Budded 
5S. 6 3 
"".3 ~ 1 3 1 




Iowa - Clayton 
Ill. • McL 
Ill. • Union 














~d Sugar Maple of 1960 ~ Bureery 
No. J4o • 576 
339 - 575 
6 
7 
o.ro.. ..e~~ ... 




Initiated in April, '1958 





A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohi o 273 
M N,H , 351 (3) 
N N,H, 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass . 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass . 341 (662) 
R Mass . 342 (669) 
· s N,Y, 385 




OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTl!R, OIUO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
5 10 15 
(~ 
~ ~~ U AB F KL M [iil Aci-~~-
~j -s:::::::-T C E H U O R S 1,, '' 
s R D J G .s p T 
g p 0 F E K J M 0 B C H J L F p 
0 L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' s 
!'.! ., C B G .s p K T F A 1Nf H R A 
u T R D J s E B 0 J s B 
s E H R L C p K T C N 
F G .s M D .s A u D 0 
p m u R B L E p H 
:rr 0 T s C M F Q J 





J T B LN I E R H L 
K u C 0 F s J M B 
L D p G T K \ NI C 
M E .s H u A 0 D 
F R J L B p E 
G s K M C .s F 
T Ag D R G 
u B 0 E s H 
C p F T J 
D .s G u K 







Initiated in April, 1958 





A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 (3) 
N N.H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 







A B F 
e 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OHIO 
K L 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 




C E m U 0 R s 
R D J G .9 p T 
_g p 0 F E K J M N B C H J L 
N L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' 
M C B G s p K T F A N H 
u T R D J s E B 0 J s 
s E H R L C p K T 
F G s M D .s A u D 
p N u R B L E 
Ii 0 T s C M F Q 
I E D N G R 0 H s A 
20 
F p J T B N E R 
s K u C 0 F s 
R A L D p G T K 
B M E .s H u A 
C N F R J L B p 
0 G s K M C .s 
pm ±'. A N D R G 
J u B 0 E s H 
K L C p F T J 
M D .s G u K 




H L A 









OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OIUO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Initiated in April, 1958 Plantation AC-1 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular (Apple Creek State Hospital) 
• 
Q /~ / Column 5 10 15 20 25 
{ fl / IJ / Row 
U A B F K L M N 
T C E H U O R S 
S R D J G S P T 
I 1]J P O F E K J M N B C H J L F P J T B N E R H L A 
~ . 
5 N L D A H L O A U G K !:! ~ I S( K U C O F S J M B 
Index 
\ 
M C B G Q P K T F A N H It A L D P G T K N C 
A Vermont 343 (390) - -
B Vermont 344 ( 397) U T R D J S E B O J S B M E rtI H U A O D 
C Vermont 345 (463) , 
D Vermont 34 7 ( 489) \ S E H R L C P K T C N F R J L B P E 
E Vermont 348 (491) r- - - --
F Vermont 350 (500) \.... F Q Q !:! D 'st A U D _0- G S K M C 
G Ohio 354 (2) · l.=J 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 ' P N U R B L~ P H T A N D 
J Ohio 358 (6) ' - - -- - -
K Ohio 272 H O T S __. C !:! F ffi J U B O E S 
LOhio 273 I ~ -M N.H. 351 (3) D N G R K L C P F T 
N N.H. 352 (5) I/ 
0 Mass. 338 (545) t, (- 0 H S A M D Q G U K 
P Mass. 339 (575) <11, ~ ... ~ -
Q Mass. 341 (662) P--, It, ~ /\ 
R Mass. 342 (669) ~ 
- S N.Y. 385 ' 
T N,Y, 386 Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 <;) ~ 
u ~Q/ 
17 l!BI{ 9-2B-5!V ..(_ vlJ' ~ 
LP v,f ~0 ~ (; 
'~~ 2)9 f ~ 
• T ( :s1t0 
Initiated in April, 1958 






A Vermont 343 (390) 
J3 Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 (3) 
N N.H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 (545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 






A J3 F 
C E 






OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OIUO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 15 
K L M N 
H u 0 R s 
G B p T 
0 F E K J M N J3 C H J L 
L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' 
M C J3 G s p K T F A N H 
u T R D J s E J3 0 J s 
s E H R L C p K T 
F G s M D B A u D 
p N u R B L E 
0 T s C M F Q 
E D N G R 
0 H s A -
20 
F p J 111, J3 N E R 
s K u C 0 F s J 
R A L D p G T K 
B M E B H u A 0 
C N F R J L B __J P 
0 G s K M C\ 't ..:i F 
p H T A N D R G 
J u B 0 E s H 
K L C p F T J - - -
M D g G u K -
















Initiated in April, 1958 





A Vennont 343 (390) 
B ' VeI'?!lont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vennont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 ( 500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 (6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N,H, 351 (3) 
N N,H, 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 







A B F 
C E 












Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 
M N 
0 R s 
p T 
E K J M N B C 
15 
H J L F 
L D A H L 0 A u i~ ! M t_gj s 
M C B G B p K T F A N H R 
u T R D J s E B 0 J s B 
s E H R L C p K T C 
F ~ B M D .s A u D 0 
p N u R B L E p 
0 T s C M F Q J 
E D N G R K 
0 H s A M 
20 
p J T B N E R 
K u C 0 F s 
A L D p Q T K 
M E B H u A 
N F R J L B p 
G s K M C .s 
H T A N D R G 
u B 0 E s H 
L C p F T J 
D .s G u K 




H L A 







• s ( gi r) 
Initiated in April, 1958 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular 






'/; \ A Ve:nnont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) ~.) . 
C Ve:nnont 345 ( 463) I< 
D Vermont 347 (489) ~ 
E Ve:nnont 348 (491) 
F Ve:nnont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 (3) 
N N.H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
s N.Y. 385 




A B F 
C E 





e • OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OIUO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 15 20 25 
K L M N 
H u 0 ~ 0< 
G B p T 
0 F E K J M N B C H J L F p J T B N E R H L 
L D A H L 0 A u G K M Q' s K u C 0 F s J M B - - - - -I ' 
M C B G B p K T F A N H R A L D p G T K N C 
U ! ~ D II_ m E B O J -µI B ~ ~ s H U ! Q D 
..ill E H/ 1 L C P K ! C !! F ~ j' t., B P E / fl,--§ !! D g A U D Q Q ® .~ !! c"-s F 
I p ~ u ~ B L E p ! ! A N D ~ G 
---i.,,~ Q ! ill' C !! F Q ~ U B O E m_~ . \ 
Y,,< . :(1' D N Q ~ K !! C p F ! . :I ~ 
2~ Q ! ~ A~ D _g, Q UK 
A 
~ r , 
.. - 71t' 
<; 





~ e • (~s~ OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION WOOSTER, omo 
Initiated in April, 1958 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular (Apple Creek State Hospital) 
0 1Gkt Column 5 10 15 20 25 
Row 
u A B F K L M N 
T C E H u 0 R s 
s R D J G s p T 
.9 p [gJ F E K J !:! N B C H J L F p J T B N E R H L A 
5 N L D A H L 0 A u G K 
Index 
M G' s K u C 0 F s J M B 
M C B G s p K T F A N H R A L D p G T K N C 
A Vermont 343 (390) 
B G B Vermont 344 (397) u T R D J s E J s B M E .s H u A 0 D C Vermont 345 (463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) s E H R L C p K T C N F R J L B p E 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) F G s M D .s A u D 0 G s K M C .s F G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 p N u R B L E p H T A N D R G 
J Ohio 358 (6) 
K Ohio 272 lf 0 T s C M F Q J u B ( O I E s H 
L Ohio 273 
I M N.H. 351 (3) E D N G R K L C p F T J N N.H. 352 (5) 0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 0 H s A M 'n .s G u K p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 







Initiated in April, 1958 





A Vennont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vennont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vennont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 (6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 (3) 
N N. H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mas s . 342 (669) 
· s N,Y, 385 













OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OIUO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
5 10 15 
F K L M N 
H u 0 R s 
J G B p T 
0 F E K J M N B C H J L 
N L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' 
M C B G B p K T F A N H 
u T R D J s E B 0 J s 
s E H R L C p K T 
F G s M D B A u D 
p N u R B L E 
0 T s C M F Q 
E D N G R 
0 H s A: 
20 
F p J T B N E R 
s K u C 0 F s 
R A L D p G T K 
B M E s H u A 
C N F ~ CTI L B p 
0 G s K M C .s 
p H T A N D R G 
J u B 0 E s H 
K L C p F T J 
M D B G u K 




H L A 






• p ( "33?) 
f I ~.!Sted in April, 1958 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular 
Column 
Row 
0 -;:, (oot-sfc k 
q_{ C 
r <> .. ~ l 1! J1c..t{ • 
\ st,.(!> J 
5 
Index 
A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 (6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N, H, 351 (3) 
N N,H, 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass . 341 (662) 
R Mas s . 342 (669) 
· s N,Y, 385 













OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OIUO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
5 10 15 
F K L M N 
H u 0 R s 
J G s p T 
0 F E K J M N B C H J L 
N L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' 
S rtfK, 
- - - -
M C B G T F A N H 
u T R D J s E B 0 J s 
s E H R L C mi.- K . T 







~ N u R B L E tITT H 
0 T s C M F Q J u 
E D N G R K L 
0 H s A M D 
f?.~- • 
20 25 
J T B N E R H L 
u C 0 F s J M B 
L D UJ G T K N C 
E s H' u A 0 D 
(Ff il E F R J L B 
s K M C .s F -
T A N D R G 
B 0 E s H 
C r:-(F T J 
.s G u K 
Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 





Initiated in April, 1958 





A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 (3) 
N N. H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass . 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 











• OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOS'ID, OIUO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
5 10 15 
F K L M N 
H u 0 R s 
J G s p T 
0 F E K J M N B C H J L 
N L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' 
M C B G .s p K T F A N H 
u T R D J s E B 0 J s 
s E H R L C p K T 
F G s M D .s A u D 
p N u R B L E 
0 T s C M F Q 
E D N G R 
0 H s A 
20 
F p J T B N E R 
.s K u C 0 F s 
R A L D p G T K 
B M E .s H u A 
C N F R J L B p -
0 G s K M C .s 
p H T A N D R G 
J u B 0 E s H 
K L C p F T J 
M D .s G u K 





H rtt A 








l /~/c 1 
Initiated in April, 1958 





A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 (3) 
N N.H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
s N.Y. 385 


























Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 
M N 
0 R s 
p T 
E K J M N B C 
~ru A H L 0 A u G 
C B G B p K T F 
u T R L£] J s E B 
s E H R L C 
15 
H J L 
.! M 
A N H 
0 J 






F G B ~ f]] B A u m 9. 
p N u R B L E p 
0 T s C M F Q J 
E D N G R K 
0 H s A M 
20 
p J T B N E R 
K u C 0 F s J 
A L rn p G T K 
M E .s H u A 0 
N F R J L B p 
G s K M C .s F 
H T A N r1I R G 
u B 0 E s H 
L C p F T J 
D B G u K 












Initiated in April, 1958 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular 






A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 ( 4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 ( 3) 
N N.H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass . 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Ma ss . 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 
T N.Y . 386 
u 
q 







OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER. omo 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
5 10 15 
F K L M N 
H u 0 R s 
J G .s p T 
0 F E K J M N ill C H J L 
N L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' - ~ - - - - - -
M C IE G .s p K T F A N H 
\ 
u T R D J s E ® 0 J s 
s E H R L C p K T 
F G .s M D .s A u D 
p N u R I!] L E 
0 T s C M F Q 
E D N G R 
0 H s A -
20 
F p J T lt] N E R 
.s K u C 0 F s 
R A L D p G T K 
11J !:! E .s H u A f!J- p C N F R J L 
0 G s K M C .s 
p H T A N D R G 
J u m 0 E s H 
K L C p F T J 
M D .s G u K 




H L A 






I lllllllllmll ......... _. ........ __ ......................... _ 
• e • c - (s4o) OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION WOOS'Il!R, OIUO 
( o..eu.....o-l, ,/l _ 7r.:'-N, J • 
Initiated in April, 1958 / ,......,~<Pt()) 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular 
Column 5 10 15 
Row 
u A B F K L M N 
T m E H u 0 R s 
s R D J G B p T 
£ p 0 F E K J M N B 1tJ !! J L F 
5 N L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' 
Index I i/' 
M rrJ- B G B p K T F A N H R 
A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) u T R D J s E B 0 J s 
C l!eP111ent, ~ 115 (~ ) rJloss. ?ff O ( ~7.1.) 
@ P T (/tt D Vermont 347 (489) s 'E H R L K 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) F G s M D .s A u D 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 p N u R B L E p 
J Ohio 358 (6) 
K Ohio 272 If 0 T s ~ M F Q L Ohio 273 
I M N.H. 351 (3) E D N G R K N N,H, 352 (5) 0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 0 H s A p Mass . 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N,Y. 385 
20 
p J T B N E R 
s K u (£] 0 F s J 
A L D p G T K 
B M E B H u A 0 
N F R J L B p 
0 G s K M 1.£J g F 
H T A N D R G 
J u B 0 E s H 
L @1 p F T J 
M D B G u K 

























Initiated in April, 1958 





A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vel'?llont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345· (-463) Z. :1 o 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N,H, 351 (3) 
N N,H, 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 
T N,Y. 386 
u 
5 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 
' -~ l c 
15 20 25 . 
. ,.. ! ~£... a "''- 14?..,, 
Q) A B F -· , K ~ ( M '!-,. ..1 -c.z;- ~ 
~ C ' E !! ~([) S 
S ~ G)~ G ®C:JGJ 
l 
£ ~ Q F E ® ~ N B C ([, ~@ F P CE) I ! B N E 1.. R~ l H L A 
N ~ D A ~ !!_50(g) A ® Q ~© Q' S ~~ C 
~ C B ~ P ®® F A N ©ct A ~ D P ( G\ l T 1, ( K) N C 
~(D DQ) s EB o Q, s B(1 E 
s E Q)~~ C p ©® C ·CID F @ ~ -~ B p E 
F 1 Q (!)~ S A (u) D (gj ® S @ ~ C @ F
p !! Gb(]) B 0 E p !! G) A N D , ~) CID 
ll ®<n S C ~ F Q Q) ~ -B O E S ~ ·:\ 
I E (U N (g)~Q)~ C P F (!;~ (g)Q) S A~~@(t,~® 
Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 
' 
, _ HBK 9-26-59 
~~ ,-~ 
\ 
lo ,,lj- / ,. 
~~ 
Initiated in April, 1958 












A Vermont 343 (390) 
B 
I 
Vermont 344 ( 397)fl'.i~'S 
C Ve:!'1!10!'lt~) :S"IO 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
Ci F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
~ H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
7 J Ohio 358 (6) 
~ K Ohio 272 ( Av~. 9') 
y- L Ohio 273 (Al'b , IS) 
~ M N.H. 351 (3) 
f N N.H. 352 (5) 
9 (¥~ 1 ~) 0 Mass . 338 ( 545) 
3 P Mass· 339 ( 575) 
,t (,;) Q Mass. 341 (662) 
7 R Mass. 342 (669) 
I · s N.Y. 385 





OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOS'Il!R, OIUO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
' 7:: 










B F 'K M ! ~"f' 
!! q(0@® s 
g)~ ~~ T 
2 \O!g) F . E @ l !:! N B C ® l ©, F 
1
~ P @© B N E ([J @Cb A 
N@ nA ®©@ A©®@®® s ~® c@ F@~®~ 
G) C B ®® P @G) F A N @([) ,~) L D ·P ®®® N Q) 
~~ ® D Qj S E B O J S B (]) E _g (!!) @ ! ® D 
~. S E ®~@ C P ©G) C @ F ~Q)(8 B P E 
v~ F ®@®-~ A ~ D@ Q S @ 1 ® C Ci) F 
~~®- B @ , E P @~ A N ©®~ 
H G.>@ S C ® F Q @®. B ® E S JI 
E @ N Q '!!_ K ~ C P . F \.Y (£} 
®® S A ®<v®GJ ®® I 
~~ 





27~· ...__, ( 1_) ~ -l~ e 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, omo 
/?t ('·-> ! ...... 2?. 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Initiated in April, 1958 Plantation AC-1 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular \, ~ f-)~ (Apple Creek State Hospital) 
~ ""~ le l)<. 
' ~ '\. ~> Column 
' 5 ~ J 10 15 20 25 
Row 'J~ ~ \ /~.,, 
'.}" ~ (~ "v &\- "CJ? 1-t. "'.)> j 
U A B F K ; M !! t"~ \ 4, ~ ~ 
T C E H U O R S ~ ..(_ ~ ~ 
s R D J G B p T ~'7 
g P 2 F E K ~ M N B C ~ ~ L F ~p ~ ! B N E ~ ~ L A 
5 N !! D A ~ L 2 A U Q ! M Q' S K U C O F S J M B 
Index 
M C B G B p K T F A N H ~ ~~ D p G T ! N C A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) u T R D J s E B 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
0 J s B M E g H u A 0 D 
D Vermont 347 (489) s E H R L C p 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
K T C N F R J L B p E 
F Vermont 350 (500) F G B M D s A u D 0 G s K M C B F G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 p N u R B 
J Ohio 358 (6) 
L E p H T A N D R G 
K Ohio 272 H 0 T s C M F Q J u B 0 E s H 
L Ohio 273 
I M N.H. 351 (3) E D N G R K L C p F T J N N.H. 352 (5) 0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 0 H s A M D s G u K p Mass. 339 (575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 





F< /Vtc.. sr. l4, (C6: 
- - --·...:..~. J 
Initiated in April, 1958 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular 
e 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOS'ID, OIDO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
'To ~· ofi 1c,,0 
Column 5 10 15 20 25 
~ Row 
U A B F K L M N 
T C E H U O R S 
S R D J G S P T 
£ P O F E K J M N B C H J L F P J T B N E R H L A 
Index 
5 N L D A H L O A U G K M 0 ' S K U C O F S J M B 
M C B G Q P K T F A N H R A L D P G T K N C 
A Vermont 343 (390) -
B Vermont 344 (397) U T R D J S E B O J S B M E B H U A O D 
C Vermont 345 (463) 
D Vermont 347 ( 489) S E H R L C P K T C N F R J L B p E 
E Vermont 348 (491) - R 
F Vermont 350 ( 500) F G Q ~M D ~ A U D O G S K M C Q F 
G Ohio 354 (2) - - - . - - - -
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 P _p U R B L E P H T A N D R G 
J Ohio 358 (6) 
K Ohio 272 H' / 0 T S C M F Q J U B O E S H 
L Ohio 273 -
M N,H, 351 (3) I E D N Q ©- K L c P F T J 
N N,H, 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 (545) 0 H S A M D S G U K 
P Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N,Y, 385 





34l G ·T ( N.Y. 2-) 
Initiated in April, 1958 





A Vennont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 (6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 (3) 
N N,H, 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 (545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 
u A B 
T C E 









OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OIUO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 15 --
K '-..~ I M .N - v~ 
s'.?( 
H u 0 R s pl« 
G s P @~ q! ~ 
0 F E K J M N B C H J L F 
L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' s 
M C B G s p K T F A, N H R 
u T R D J s E B 0 J s B 
s E H R L C p K T C 
F G s M D s A u D 0 
p N u R B L E p 
0 T s C M F Q J 
E D N G R K 
0 H s A M -
20 
p J T B N E R 
K u C 0 F s 
A L D p G T K 
M E B H u A 
N F R J L B p 
G s K M C Q -
H T A N D R G 
u B 0 E s H 
L C p F T J 
D B G u K 





H L A 







Initiated in April, 1958 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular 
5 
Index 
A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N,H, 351 (3) 
N N.H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
' S N.Y. 385 











• OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OHIO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
5 10 15 
F K L M N 
H u 0 R s 
J G .s p T 
0 F E K J M N B C H J L 
N L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' 
M C B G .s p K T F A N H 
u T R D J s E B 0 J s 
s E H R L C p K T 
F G .s M D .s A u D 
p N u R B L E 
0 T s C M F Q 
E D N G R 
0 H s A 
20 
F p J T B N E R 
s K u, C 0 F s 
R A L D p G T K 
B M E .s H u A 
C N F R J L B p 
0 G s K M C .s 
p H T A N D R G 
J u B 0 E s H 
K L C p F T J 
M D s G u K 




H L A 








2 l 't) k 
Initiated in April, 1958 





A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
F Vermont 350 ( 500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 (6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 (3) 
N N,H, 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 (545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385 
T N.Y. 386 
u ~, 
;--




u A B 
T C E 





OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OIUO 
l-e r~J ~ oi;e . 
'96 e 
5 
F 0 !! 
H u 
J G s 
0 F 
N L D 
M C 
u 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 
M N 
0 R s 
p T 
E K J M N B C 
A H L 0 A u G 
B G s p K T F 






L F p J T B N E R H 
M 0' s K u C 0 F s J 
H R A L D p G T K N 
J , s B M E s H u A 0 
SEH!!_LCP ~ NFRJLBPE 
F G Q M D Q A U D 0-......0 S K M C Q F 
_P_!_U !!_-BL E P-!!-~~ ~-G 
0 T s C M F Q J u B 0 E s H 
M 
D 
E D N G ~ © !! C p F T J ~ - - -







Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 K::::-' 






3 t:. c, 
Initiated in April, 1958 






A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N,H. 351 (3) 
N N.H . 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 (545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass . 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N.Y. 385. -
t' (I 
u A B 
T C E 





OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OIUO 
5 
F K L 
H u 
J G .s 
0 F 
N L D 
M C 
u 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 
M N 
0 R s 
p T 
E K © M N B C 
A H L 0 A u G 
B G .s p K T F 
T R D J s E B 
s E H R L C 
F G .s M D .s 
p N u R 




1! Q) L 
K M G' 
A N H 
o G s 
p K T 
A u D 
B L E 
M F Q 
N G R 
H s A 
Ii ~ 
20 
F p J T B 
s K u C 0 
R A L D p 
B M E s H 
C N F R J 
0 G s K M 
p H T A N 
J u B 0 E 
K L C p F 












~&. O i1.. '<i'" 
25 
E R H L A 
s J M B 
T K N C 
A 0 D 





T N,Y. 386 (~ Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 u 
~ 
I O "I Cl ' ~ --~ HBK 9-26-59 
3 5 ~ 
/-( 
Initiated in April, 1958 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular ~ 
• OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OlllO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
~ .:'= \ 5 10 15 
U A B ~ K L M N 
T C E ~ U 0 R s 
s R D J G .9 p T 
£ p 0 F E K J M N B C H J L 
5 N L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' 
Index 
M C B G .9 p K T F A N H 
A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) u T R D J s E B 0 J s 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) s E H R L C p K T 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) F G .9 M D s A u D 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 p N u R B L E 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 H 0 T s C M F Q 
L Ohio 273 
I M N,H, 351 (3) E D N G R N N,H, 352 (5) 0 Mass. 338 (545) 0 H s A p Mass. 339 ( 575) -
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N,Y, 385 
Re/,J...1+ c. EJ) o c.f-' ,,-"· :J 1. , 9, • 
20 25 
F p J T B N E R H L A 
s K u C 0 F s J M B 
R A L D p G T K N C 
B M E .9 H u A 0 D 
C N F R J L B p E 
0 G s K M C .s F 
p H T A N D R G 
J u B 0 E s @ 
K L C p F T J 
M D .9 G u K 




3S-(. ( N/J (\/ 
. ' 
f ! . 
' 
Initiated in April, 1958 





A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N.H. 351 (3) 
N N.H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 
p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mas s . 341 (662) 
R Mas s. 342 (669) 
s N.Y . 385 







A B F 
C E 





• OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOS'Illll, OIDO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 15 
K !! ® N 
H u 0 R s 
G .9 p T 
0 F E K i!_ @ N. B C H J L 
L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' 
M C B G .9 p K T F A N H 
u T R D J s E B 0 J s 
s E H R L C p K T -
F G s M D .s A u D 
p N u R B L . E 
0 T s C M F Q 
E D N G R 
0 H s A - -
'Ri=jJJ..R(Ef> ocfo8. $i- iqtc 
20 25 
F p J T B N E R H L A 
s K u C 0 F s J M B 
R A L D p G T K N C 
B M E .9 H u A 0 D 
C N F R J L B p E -
0 G s K M C Q F -
p H T A N D R G 
J u B 0 E s H 
K L C p F T J 
M D .s G u K 
Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 











3. (2) G ~ • --------------------..._;:;!:J:9;· IO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 













Initiated in April, 1958 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular 
Coltunn 
Row 
u A B 
5 
F K L 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 
']-~ M N 
\..l...<t:t- . ~ 5'1· 1 (c,c) T C E H U O R S l<:, 
~
p--1~~ ?~~ ~, S !!_ ~ ~~ S P T 
g p 0 F E K . J M N B C 
5 N L D A H L 0 A u G 
Index 
M C B G s p K T F A Vermont 343 (390) 
B Vermont 344 (397) u T R D J s E B 
C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 ( 489) s E H R L C 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) F G s M D s G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 10 p N u R 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 If 0 T s C 
L Ohio 273 
I M N.H. 351 (3) E D N N,H, 352 (5) 0 Mass. 338 (545) 0 p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N,Y, 385 
15 
H J L 
K M G' 
A N H 
0 J s 
p K T 
A u D 
B L E 
M F Q 
N ® ~ 
H s A 
-lo h r~" 
20 
F p J T B N E R 
s K u C 0 F s 
R A L D p G T K 
B M E s H u A 
C N F R J L B p 
20) s K M C .s 
p H T A N D R G 
J u B 0 E s H 
K L C p F T J 
M D s G u K 
T N,Y, 386 Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 
u 
)'-~ 6 




2'7 ea-,, l~lc) 
25 
H L A 








CJ 1 4 
(.,, d 
Initiated in April, 1958 





OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OIUO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
~ 10 15 
• 
20 25 
fs @ ,;-._.; 
--, . . . -. \; ' fl. .,~~ 
~ ® !_A\ ~ err® ~ , ® ® -
0 @ ~ E Ifil@ ®®1:s] 
lB@®@~@® © ' 
Index 
A Vermont 343 (390) 
B
I 
Vermont 344 (397) 
'ermont-345-(..lj,63) 
D Vermont 347 (489) 
E Vermont 348 (491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) 
v. G Ohio 354 (2) 
H Ohio 356 (4) 
v J Ohio 358 (6) 
~K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
M N,H, 351 (3) 
N N.H. 352 (5) 
0 Mass. 338 (545) 
P Mass. 339 (575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
., R Mass. 342 (669) 
' S N.Y. 385 
T N.Y. 386 




2 - 0 
/' \ ""°"" 0 q ·-' ~ - -
- 14\ 
lfil @ ·D A ®©@ A @@®®ID Jsl .©@ . ''® F .@®.· ®-® 
@ re B ©® p ®® F A ffi (~Y®~'@ D p ®~®fr7~ 
J \ii2 r] .~ D ® - ~SB f-07 @.· s _B F.filM_ E rfilC!l@m®@ 
~ , E ®~ , ~@-~~ fi{i<t B 0 00 
_ F @®@.® . A @ D (gJ~t]J ®©@J fJru , 
If 
'\,._ )~ill© ® " ~@~· ~ • @:r •{ID@ ~ 




0 ©~ C)G2>@® LcJ!lctl_® {}~ -
' ® ill A ®@ ®@©© 'r~ 
""- n-c 
Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 
. 
' }1,4 
/',J_~ ~.r l-J1 1~ 





,, , . . rur, ,~ ..; ~ 
- /'l.,tl·~~ c), v ~) I 
PoL , , F~. tq 5" q , 
Initiated in April, 1958 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular 
Column 
Row 
fil A B 
T C 




·- A Vermont 343 (390) 
/ B Vermont 344 (397) 
, .. C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
YD Vermont 347 (489) 
/ E Vermont 348 (491) 
/ F Vermont 350 (500) 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
. /ff Ohio 356 (4) 10 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 
L Ohio 273 
I M N.H. 351 (3) N N.H. 352 (5) 0 Mass. 338 ( 545) p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
s N.Y. 385 
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Apple Creek State Hospital 
Wayne County, Ohio 
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Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Apple Creek State Hospital 
Plot Layout 
The plantation will include 20 clones, planted on a 30 x 30-
foot spacing . This will mean appr oximately 49 trees per acre, 
196 trees total for the four acres . 
The trees will be planted i n ten randomized blocks, with 
single - tree randomization within each block, with adjustments to 
prevent ad jacent plant ing of two trees from the same clone on 
block boundaries , in order to minimize the possibility of selfing . 
Since initially we do not have 20 ramets of each clone to be 
planted, shortages in blocks will be filled with selected root -
stocks from our state nursery stock, to be budded this year or 
next, using buds taken from 1957 propagations . 
Trees will be grouped in bundles according to block or 
replication, i . e . , Bundl e 1 will be Block 1, etc . 
The bundles will be made up according to the chart on the 
following page . 
--.... 
Clones Block {Bundle) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Vermont A X ( o 
{~ 
0 0 0 0 0 
I?, 0 ,,- O'} 0 0 0 0 0 
C X X ( ~' X X X X X 
:J) X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1:: X X X X 0 0 0 0 
Ohio G, X X { X- X X X X X X 
H X X X X X X X X X --
.J X X X X X X X X 
K X X X X X X X X 
L X X X X X X X X 
" 
New Hampshire~ 3 ffi X X (x) X X X X X X I' 5 X X X X X X X X X 
Massachusett · X X X X X X X 
r' X 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'I X X X X X X X 
~ S..~ ) X X X X X X X 
New York 5 1 ffi X X X X X X X X 7 2 X X X X X X X X 
E:. ;..+ re- \/ C) 6 C, G 0 cl 0 0 <::) 0 0 
T vh. I C-0 l e.. 2 () 2..~ 
z.., 2.u 2.:. 2.c C ~.:, <c 
0 = nursery stock 
... 
• 
~ 04'7 0 Q_ . bl ;:,{s. /9Sf. • t! --/ } ,, 
/ ?. 
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OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION . 
WOOSTER, OHIO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Initiated in April, 1958 Plantation AC-1 
Spacing: 30 x 30' triangular (Apple Creek State Hospital) 
/3 t....o c~" 
Column 5 10 15 20 25 
Row 
u A B F K L M N - - ,r-
/ T C E H ,u 0 R s V;.TI - - 'SZi/ j/1 - I'?. J1T 77 ,.. --- ~ -- .J.. s R ~;) g p T 
£ P Q F E M N B CI li J L F p if_ / 'l_ B / N E / R H / L A ---5 N· L D A 0 A/ U G K , M G' S KI u C / Q FI s J / M B - - - r - _, Index 
M C B p K T F A N li / !! A / L D I P G/ T K l N C 
343 (390) - I -A Vermont 
B Vermont 344 (397) I u T R D J s E B / 0 J / s B C Vermont 345 ( 463) 
D Vermont 347 (489) s E HI R L C I p K T C I N 
E Vermont 348 ( 491) 
F Vermont 350 (500) F G s M D / S A u D 0 
G Ohio 354 (2) 
~ H Ohio 356 (4) 10 p N u R B L E p H 
J Ohio 358 ( 6) 
K Ohio 272 l'1 0 T s C M F l Q J I U 
L Ohio 273 
I M N.H. 351 (3) E D. N G / R K L N N,H. 352 (5) 0 Mass. 338 ( 545) 0 H I s A I M D p Mass. 339 ( 575) 
Q Mass. 341 (662) 
R Mass. 342 (669) 
· s N,Y. 385 
T N.Y. 386 Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 
u / 
' HBK 9-28-59 
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OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER. OlilO 
Sugar Maple Seed Orchard 
Plantation AC-1 
(Apple Creek State Hospital) 
10 15 
K L M N 
H u 0 R s 
G .9 p T 
0 F E K J M N B C H J L 
L D A H L 0 A u G K M G' 
M C B G .9 p K T F A N H 
u T R D J s E B 0 J s 
s E H R L C p K T 
F G .9 M D .9 A u D 
p N u R B L E 
0 T s C M F Q 
E D N G R 
0 H s A 
20 
F p J T B N E R 
.9 K u C 0 F s 
R A L D p G T K 
B M E .9 H u A 
C N F R J L B p 
0 G s K M C .s 
p H T A N D R G 
J u B 0 E s H 
K L C p F T J 
M D .9 G u K 
Underlined trees are clonal selections established in assigned location on 7-7-59 
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